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Bildau & Bussmann
Wooden Windows and Doors

Impact products for refined architectural solutions.

Bildau & Bussmann developed its  line of storm-resistant fenestration to address the special
planning needs of architects in the custom  luxury home market and their clients‘ concerns 
for comfort, convenience, and security. We also aimed to meet the strictest hurricane safety 
regulations on the US Gulf Coast and Eastern Seaboard.

We provide an aesthetically coherent product palette of wooden and aluminum or 
bronze clad windows and doors made with the highest technology, foremost environmental 
considerations, with a wide range of design choices.  

Tough but handsome, merely the certification  labels reveal that these windows and doors 
comply with the stringent HVHZ Florida Building Code requirements of Miami-Dade County. 

Hurricane Program



Need the best certification for high-speed wind zones in size XXL? 

A safe home doesn‘t have to  look  like a bunker. The structural enforcements of our impact windows 
are concealed and don‘t interfere with mechanics of operation. Their design strength comes from 
the constructive combination of frames fortified with steel, the best glass interlayer on the market 
(SENTRYGLAS® PLUS from DuPont), and specialized mounting hardware and installation. 
 
Our entire program is approved for the High Velocity Hurricane Zone (HVHZ) of the Florida Building 
Code in accordance with Test Protocols TAS 201, 202, 203-94 &  ASTM  E1300-04.  Units are expected 
to remain impervious to extreme wind gusts and erratic changes in air pressure, and protect the 
building envelope from penetration of heavy wind-borne debris. 

FBC parameters of approval:  
A) Large Missile Impact  
B) Wind Zone 4  (basic wind speed >160 mph)
C) Design Pressure + 70 / -70 psf 

Because  large openings pose greater risks and are difficult to protect with shutters or boards, 
we have concentrated our efforts on designing and testing extremely  large units.  
 

We have approvals for large spans up to:
•   86“ x 120“    Entry and French Doors  
• 220“ x 120“    Lift & Slides (XOX)     
•   78” x   96”    French Windows  
•   41” x   96”     Single Windows 
•  90” x  120“   Fixed Sash and Direct Set 



Bildau & Bussmann
European Windows and Doors

Push, pull, tilt, turn, slide? Uniform aesthetics, flexibility of design. 

We’ve been offering our clients on both sides of the Atlantic the full array of US and European opening 
systems for decades. Planners can also choose among sash dimensions and cladding profiles to best suit 
the  look of a project.  Whether historic, high-tech, or traditional, our windows meet the often 
challenging technical expectations of contemporary designs and construction. The compatibility of 
these profile choices with many types of doors and windows allows for thoroughly integrated 
architectural solutions. Our impact products include features and materials you might not associate 
with security related products:

- Your choice of Wood may be informed by appearance as well as concerns related to budget, energy 
   efficiency, service  life and environmental factors.  We offer impact products in Sipo Mahogany, Meranti,
   Oak, or Walnut, but also - uniquely in our industry - in a durable, cost-effective and sustainably 
   forested Larch from our own  lumber mill in Siberia. 

- Geometric forms for doors / windows / fanlights (arch & round top, oval, tri, trap, poly, gothic) allow
   for elegant and prominent detailing.

- Glazing: All windows and doors are NFRC rated and certified, and our standard double and triple 
   insulating glass conforms to high European energy performance standards. Impact glass can multitask
   when equipped with solar coatings, and take on personality with true divided  lite mid-rails or 
   simulated divided  lite bars of any patterns.

- Door options include solid bronze thresholds, astragal variations and multi-point  locking hardware.

- Concealed hinge options for windows, double or triple gasketing, Sikkens finishes in any tones.

- Our Single or Double Timber Mullion Systems allow mulling of all product types into  large integrated
  systems for single  large opening spans. 

Impact missile target points

Unique option: Siberian Larch



Not just for stormy weather, and in it for the long haul...

Thanks to stricter building codes and technological developments, coastal homes have the potential 
today to be safer and require  less maintenance than ever before. With rising public awareness, home 
owners are beginning to realize that the price of installing impact products is insignificant weighed 
against the possible (financial and psychological) costs of repairs or replacements should severe storm 
damage occur. 

Storm-resistant fenestration offers more than protection against worst-case-storm-scenarios. In the 
long run, there are widespread incentives for choosing our sustainable impact products made from 
high-performance timber:
      
• Permanently installed storm protection ideal for resident or vacation homes
• Compliancy with existing building codes and insurance requirements 
• Energy efficiency: reduction in utility costs,  low environmental impact
• Superior sound insulation
• Enhanced security from break-ins and theft
• Possible qualification for grants and / or reduced insurance rates
• Increased property value
• Timeless beauty of wood frames built to  last for generations
• Maintenance costs of quality timber ≤ costs of disposing and replacing irreparable vinyl windows
• Small ecological footprint when compared cradle-to-cradle with PVC or aluminum 
• Rainforest friendly and cost-effective option of Siberian Larch timber

We are proud to offer choices that promise a sound and rewarding investment. For more information, 
please find contact data on our website:  www.bildau.net

Kiawah Island, South Carolina, USA
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